eHorizon platform

Challenges and
solutions:

IMPERIUM’s
contributions:

Impact / what’s next:

eHorizon technology is used to give vehicles the capability to look ahead
further than the line of sight, thus enabling vehicles to prepare for the
upcoming situation. Currently this technology is used in advanced series
commercial vehicles to provide the vehicles with slope data for the next 3-5
km road ahead.
The slope data can be supplemented with additional static and dynamic
information about the road ahead. With this information the predictive energy
management strategy of a vehicle can proactively adapt to the forthcoming
situation, thus enabling a reduction in fuel consumption. Predictive algorithms
can only be as good as the input available to them. To provide vehicles with
dynamic information, a dynamic eHorizon system beyond state-of-the art is
needed. The final work was the integration of the beyond state-of-the-art
eHorizon solution in the three prototype vehicles and the validation thereof by
the vehicle manufacturers. Each manufacturer received a prototype eHorizon
ECU together with a software package with the reconstructor. All
manufacturers successfully integrated the eHorizon ECU in their prototype
ECUs.
The IMPERIUM project will deliver an indication for the fuel savings which can
be gained through an eHorizon unit which provides further static and dynamic
road data parameters. The quantitative fuel saving confirmed by IMPERIUM
will be used in marketing the next generation eHorizon solution, which is
already being proposed to European and North American OEMs. The
prototype solution is also being tested by North American OEMs. Looking at
this realistically, the provision of live traffic data in an eHorizon solution will be
most successful in regions with a high traffic density like Germany,
Netherlands, and UK for instance.
From this project the potential has been demonstrated of an eHorizon
concept, but also it has become clear how critical the availability of road data
is. So in order to introduce these kind of systems in production vehicles it
need to be sure that there will be a source with reliable road data. The next
question that need to be investigated is what would be the optimal electronical
architecture for such system (because of the data flow), since it interacts with
route planning, but also with vehicle speed functions etc.
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